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Customer information about rims from the pioneer of the wheel industry

Independent aesthetic
for the WINTER: X12
With its unique use of form, which
is very effective even in the winter,
X12 upgrades every car.

New
sizes

New
sizes

New
sizes

X12

polar-silver, metal-grey, and diamond-black
16“ | 17“ | 18” For SUV: 19“ | 20“

The X12’s appearance is dominated by
the five curved double spokes. It unites
an agile look and recognizable aesthetic
that is suited to numerous different car
models. Even in the cold season, X12
makes a strong impression without
compromising on lightness. The wheel is
available in polar-silver, metal-grey and

How to winterize your car
Year after year, in October at the latest, winter tires are
required, winter starts to make itself felt, and road conditions
worsen. It’s time for responsible drivers to take action to
see their vehicles safely through the cold season.
Alloy wheels in the winter?
Of course! High-quality aluminum wheels
from RIAL can even withstand the rigors of
winter. This is partly thanks to their special
surface treatment using a triple-layer
powder coating procedure that provides
particular protection against damage.
The common practice of changing over to
steel wheel rims in the winter is no longer
necessary, as special properties for harsh
street conditions now make alloy wheels a
viable alternative to steel wheel rims.

parked outside, the wiper blades should
be separated from the windshield overnight using a rubber strip. In this way, you
can prevent the wipers from freezing to the
windshield and being damaged if they are
released abruptly.
Often forgotten, but essential

Check the radiator and windshield antifreeze and inspect the windshield wipers!
The antifreeze for the radiator system
should be sufficient for at least minus
25 degrees Celsius, while you should
add winter cleaner to the windshield
wash fluid. The latter prevents water, pump,
and nozzles from freezing. When it comes
to the windshield wipers, if the vehicle is

Take care of the doors and adjust your
lights according to the changed lighting
conditions! The rubber seals on the doors
and trunk lid can be kept smooth with
special care products. The door locks can
be protected against freezing with nonresinous oils. You should also check the
lights on your car. The days are shorter in
the winter and you will be driving at night
more often, so it’s important that your lights
are reliable. If you are unsure whether
you are able to perform the task by yourself, you can have the lights checked by a
workshop if required. If you follow all the
technical tips, your car should manage the
winter very well.

* Five-year warranty in accordance with our general terms and conditions, available at
www.supind.com/gtc.

All designs are protected by design patent.
All data is supplied without guarantee. Errors excepted.
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diamond-black. Five different sizes, two
of which are also available for SUVs,
combined with a 5-hole connection,
provide a range of applications that is
ideal for many vehicles. In addition, all
three color variations are ECE-certified
and come with the proven RIAL five-year
warranty.

Timeless and
sporty with ASTORGA
In the winter, people especially want wheels with a timeless look:
ASTORGA presents itself as a clever variation on the classic
double-spoke design. Only on closer inspection does it become
apparent that the spoke pairs are slightly asymmetrical. Five
different sizes,
zes, three elegant color variations,
and ECE certification for every option
leave nothing
ing to be desired.
You will bee making
the right choice
hoice
with every
version!

New
sizes

New
sizes

New
sizes

ASTORGA

polar-silver, graphite, and diamond-black
15“ | 16“ | 17“ | 18“ | 19“
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Winterized alley wheels
from RIAL

New
sizes

New
sizes

These aluminum wheels stand out with their high quality,
give you safety wherever you go, and attract attention with
their modern yet timeless look.
ASTORGA

ASTORGA

polar-silver
15” | 16” | 17” | 18” | 19”

graphite
15” | 16” | 17” | 18” | 19”

New
sizes

ASTORGA

KODIAK

KODIAK

LUCCA

LUCCA

diamond-black
15” | 16” | 17” | 18” | 19”

polar-silver
14” | 15” | 16” | 17” | 18” | 19”

graphite
14” | 15” | 16” | 17” | 18” | 19”

polar-silver
16” | 17” | 18” | 19”| 20”

diamond-black
16” | 17” | 18” | 19”| 20”

M10

M10

polar-silver
16” | 17” | 18” | 19” | 20”
for Mercedes2

metal-grey
16” | 17” | 18” | 19” | 20”
for Mercedes2

1

M10

1

1

racing-black
16” | 17” | 18” | 19” | 20”
for Mercedes2

M12

M12

polar-silver
17” | 18” | 19”| 20”
for Mercedes and SUV2

diamond-black
17” | 18” | 19”| 20”
for Mercedes and SUV2

New
sizes

X10

X10

1

1

New
sizes

X10

X12

X12

polar-silver
16” | 17” | 18” For SUV: 19”| 20”
for BMW, Audi, Seat, Skoda and VW 2

metal-grey
16” | 17” | 18” For SUV: 19”| 20”
for BMW, Audi, Seat, Skoda and VW 2

1

polar-silver
16” | 17” | 18” | 19”
for BMW, Audi, Seat, Skoda and VW 2

metal-grey
16” | 17” | 18” | 19”
for BMW, Audi, Seat, Skoda and VW 2

racing-black
16” | 17” | 18” | 19”
for BMW, Audi, Seat, Skoda and VW 2

X12

MILANO

TRANSPORTER

diamond-black
16” | 17” | 18” For SUV: 19”| 20”
for BMW, Audi, Seat, Skoda and VW 2

titanium
14” | 15” | 16” | 17” | 18”

polar-silver
15” | 16” | 17”

New
sizes

TRANSPORTER

TRANSPORTER

TRANSPORTER

polar-silver
16” | 17” (6-Loch)

diamond-black
17”

diamond-black
17” (6-Loch)

* Five-year warranty in accordance with our general terms and conditions,
available at www.supind.com/gtc.

1
2

Delivered with a neutral hubcap (RIAL hubcap available as an accessory)
Technical compatibility note
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Test the RIAL configurator
at www.rial.de/en

All designs are protected by design patent.
All data is supplied without guarantee. Errors excepted.
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